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This project aims to integrate powerful, new techniques for interactive browsing, discovery, and retrieval in very large, distributed databases of complex and scanned documents. Emphasis is placed on going beyond full-text retrieval techniques developed in the DARPA TIPSTER program to support different types of access and non-textual content. These techniques should be particularly relevant to the patent domain where it is important to find relationships between documents and where the patent or trademark may be based on a visual design. The specific tasks identified involve studying representation techniques for long documents with complex structure, browsing and discovery techniques for large text databases, image retrieval and scanned document retrieval techniques, and architectures for large, distributed databases.
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Task 1: Representation Techniques for Complex Documents

Task Objectives

In this task, the goal is to extend the word-based representations that are common in retrieval systems in order to support summarization, browsing, and more effective retrieval. Specifically, we will be studying phrase-based representations and relationships between phrases in individual and groups of documents as the basis for our approach. Document structure will be used as part of the information that is used to "tag" the phrasal representation.

Technical Problems

The technical problems have to do with defining a "phrase", developing techniques for rapidly extracting them from text, comparing phrase contexts to identify significant relationships, producing summaries from these representations, extending the underlying retrieval model to be able to make effective use of phrasal representations, and using complex document structure in indexing and retrieval.

General Methodology

The general methodology for this task is to demonstrate effectiveness through user-based and collection-based experiments. As well as the PTO text databases, we will make extensive use of the TIPSTER document collection, which consists of a large number of text documents from a variety of sources, queries, and user relevance judgments for each query.

Technical Results

We continue to develop phrase-based techniques for the patent retrieval system. Work on the phrase recognizer is progressing, although there have been problem with the recall levels of this approach. We are improving the training data to address this issue.

As a result of a visit to the PTO in May, we have begun work on a tool for phrase displays to incorporate into the patent searching process. The idea of this tool is to allow examiners to look at phrases from specific classes that are related to query words and phrases. The first version of this tool shows phrases that are modifications of query words and phrases that are associated with query words by significant co-occurrence. For example, in the speech recognition class, the tools find the following list of modifications for "phone" (this is a subset of the total list):

- cellular phone
- composite phone
- corresponding phone
- fennemic phone
- phone baseform
- phone call
- phone change
The same tools find the following associations for "phone":

phone machines phones phone machine cellular manufacturing markov networks markov models touch machine phone number touch screen speaking modes trivial task enormous problems trivial voice-dial cellular phone speech-recognition devices manufacturing process automated speech-recognition device natural interface background noise present prosthetic speaker variability machine interface label query automated speech recognition speaking speed models of words

It can be seen from this list that, although the words and phrases found are generally useful, more work needs to be done to filter out general words and phrases such as "trivial", and "enormous problems".

Important Findings and Conclusions
Initial experiments with the new phrase recognition approach showed high precision but relatively low recall. To be useful in practice, the recall level must be improved and we are currently working on this.

Significant Hardware Development

None

Special Comments

None.

Implication for Further Research

We plan further development and testing of the phrase recognition approach. We also will continue to incorporate the new phrase tools into a patent search demonstration.

Task 2: Browsing and Classification Techniques for Document Collections

Task Objectives

The goals of this task are to develop techniques for summarizing and classifying collections of documents. These techniques will be designed to support interactive browsing and text classification in environments like the PTO.

Technical Problems

The technical problems involve producing an effective summary of a group of documents, such as a retrieved set or an entire database. Both document and phrase clusters could be used as part of this process. The classification task emphasizes the ability to accurately assign predefined categories (as in the PTO classification) to new documents (patents). An additional problem is to determine when existing classifications do not match well to new documents, such as when a PTO category covers too many patents and needs to be refined.

General Methodology

Evaluation of these techniques will be done using both the TREC corpus and PTO data. For the classification task in particular, we are designing evaluation criteria with substantial input from PTO staff.

Technical Results

A number of classification experiments were performed on the new data from the speech patent classes. This data contains all the documents from 1985-1997 in the roughly 100 subclasses under the "speech signal processing" node in the PTO hierarchy. We have been training classifiers to place documents in the 30 or so subclasses fall under the "speech recognition" node, using the others as closely related negative examples. The years 1985-1995 has been used as training data and 1996-1997 as test data. The focus of this work has been to study if the hierarchical structure of the patent classes could be used to improve the document placement accuracy. This accuracy was very high for the initial task specified by the PTO (94% correct), but the speech task is much more difficult in that the subclasses are much more closely related and overlapping.
A revised version of the paper was prepared for the AAAI Workshop on Learning for Text Categorization, entitled "Some issues in the automatic classification of US Patents."

Experiments on the visualization of retrieval results continue. One new paper was prepared.


Important Findings and Conclusions

Our experiments so far have not been able to improve accuracy using the hierarchical patent structure. The document placement accuracy in the speech area is significantly lower than in the much simpler early test, but this is still being worked on. During this work, a problem was identified that has subsequently been confirmed with the PTO. The problem is that the PTO has misclassified a number of the patents in the speech area. This creates significant difficulties for evaluating our automatic classification algorithms.

Significant Hardware Development

None

Special Comments

None.

Implication for Further Research

We continue to focus on improving the classification accuracy, incorporating additional classification techniques into the classification system, and evaluating visualization techniques.

Task 3: Image Indexing and Retrieval

Task Objectives

The goal of this task is to develop similarity-based techniques for retrieving images such as trademarks, logos, and designs.

Technical Problems

The central issue is how images can be indexed to support efficient, content-based retrieval. The primary type of query in these environments is "find me things that look like this". We are developing "appearance-based" retrieval of images as well as more straightforward features such as color and texture. Filter based and frequency domain based techniques offer some potential in this area, but significant work needs to be done on making this approach efficient enough to deal with hundreds of thousands of images.

General Methodology

The evaluation of these techniques will be done in a similar way to text by developing test collections of images. Specifically, we are working to obtain large collections of trademark and design images, both from the PTO and from general sources such as the web.
Technical Results

We have continued to improve our trademark appearance-based retrieval techniques. Currently, our work is focused on improving the precision for the 60,000 trademark database. We are experimenting with increasing the amount of spatial information used for indexing and retrieval by partitioning the histograms used. Each change involves recomputing some of the basic features and indices. Due to the size of the database involved, each change takes a considerable amount of time to process. Preliminary indications are that the precision is increased significantly by including the extra spatial information.

We have also increased the efficiency of our code so that the server takes up less memory. Other work has involved removing some of the bugs in the interface. Many of these bugs arise because even the same browser (e.g., Netscape) seems to behave differently when the operating system is different.

We have also completed the first revision of the 650,000 trademark database, which involved resampling all images to full and thumb images, recomputing JPEG features, and modifying the interface to support multi-resolution searches.

We have developed a demonstration system based on detecting flowers in plant patents. The demonstration consists of an interface that can retrieve flowers of a given color. The query can be presented in the form of a color name or, alternatively, an example picture of a flower of a given color may be used. During the indexing process, the picture is segmented to find the flowers separately from the background using domain knowledge. The colors of the flower are then stored in the index. The database currently contains 70 plant patents and about 230 other images taken from a variety of sources. We have asked the PTO for more flower patent images.

Based on a discussion with the PTO, we have also begun to examine design patents for fonts as a potential application of image matching.

The following papers that were recently submitted have been accepted for presentation.


Important Findings and Conclusions

The inclusion of more spatial information appears to improve the accuracy of trademark matching. Flower retrieval by color name works well, but we have no feedback yet on whether this will be useful for patent examiners.

Significant Hardware Development

None

Special Comments

The progress of this part of the project depends on data from the PTO. Specifically, we still need design code data for the full trademark database and more flower patents.

Implication for Further Research

We will continue to evaluate the accuracy of trademark and flower retrieval, and develop new design patent applications.

Task 4: Distributed Retrieval Architecture

Task Objectives

The goals of this task are to scale up our current methods of automatically selecting collections and merging results, and to investigate architectures that can support efficient retrieval, browsing and relevance feedback in distributed environments with terabytes of information.

Technical Problems

The current INQUERY text retrieval system uses a client server architecture to support simultaneous retrieval from multiple collections distributed across one or more processors. A number of efficiency bottlenecks develop, however, when the size of the databases is very large. Deciding which subcollections to search can address part of the problem, but there are other problems associated with the fundamental efficiency of the processes involved and the use of distributed resources. Image indexing and retrieval tends to make all of these problems worse since the databases and indexes are considerably larger.

General Methodology

The architectures and algorithms produced in this task will be evaluated using a combination of standard performance (efficiency) measures and effectiveness measures. The efficiency tests will be done using TREC data and large PTO databases, including images, and the collection selection algorithms will be evaluated using the text subcollections of the patents.

Technical Results

We continued to develop the distributed testbed using the fast network until it was shut down. We are now supporting the demonstration using a regular T1 link, which is considerably slower.
We have begun to evaluate the use of replicas in a distributed environment as a means of improving the scalability of retrieval systems.

Papers related to this effort:


Important Findings and Conclusions

The distributed architecture used in InQuery was successfully used over the fast network. This experiment highlighted some important performance issues that need to be addressed.

Significant Hardware Development

None.

Special Comments

None

Implications for Further Research

We will continue to evaluate performance of distributed architectures for scalable IR.